Install Knobs and Handles without tedious hours of measuring or making jigs - Fast, accurate hardware installation in seconds, every time.

The extended ruler attachment eliminates the need to center your cabinet hardware jig on every drawer front, which greatly speeds up hardware installation. Attach to the hardware jig for quick centering on wider drawer fronts and tall doors. Also an adjustable starting point for boring in assembled cabinets. Includes 17-1/2" ruler, bracket for T-square connection, and 2 extra thumbscrews. Fits all True Position Drill Guide Models. Made in USA.
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The LED Puck Light Installation Jig Kit is everything you need to start making a profit with cabinet lights. Save time by installing wire and puck lights in 5/8" or 3/4" panels without using a false bottom and create a cleaner, custom look. TP-PLJ can also be used for strip lights, switches, and concealing wires.

TP-PLJ
• Revolutionary design eliminates false bottom / cabinet build-ups
• Included drill bits cover 95% LED light sizes
• Concrete wire and lights in panels as thin as 5/8"
• For puck lights and strip lights
• No more glass shelves!
• Aluminum jig body with split-bushings
• Forstner bits: 2 1/4", 2 1/8" with depth stops
• Wire drill: 3/8" x 12" length w/ stop collar
• Hard plastic carry case
• Made in USA

TP-1934 is designed to install 32mm hinge plates, as well as drill 32mm shelf pin holes on assembled cabinets. For extensive shelf pins, we recommend our extension set which provides 25 5mm bushings spaced at 32mm.

The only jig of its kind, addressing virtually every handle on the market as well as the added bonus of installing shelf pins on the go!

TP-1934 is designed to install 32mm hinge plates as well as drill 32mm shelf pin holes on assembled cabinets. For extensive shelf pins, we recommend our extension set which provides 25 5mm bushings spaced at 32mm.